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ABSTRACT
5G communications will require the effective transmission of new radio signals through fiber networks, in order
to facilitate the proliferation of antenna sites as well as greater pooling of resources. Next generation optical
access networks can provide an efficient platform for mobile x-haul. Techniques discussed in this paper shows
how both wired and 5G wireless services may be converged over a single fiber infrastructure, and how optical
networking can be harnessed in order to provide flexible millimeter-wave radio-over-fiber.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With 5th generation (5G) mobile communications on the horizon – entailing greater signal bandwidths and
a greatly increased number of connected devices [1] – there has been much discussion recently as to what, from
a networking perspective, will be pertinent. It seems likely that an ultra-dense deployment of small cell antenna
sites, coupled with increased pooling of resources through cloud radio access networking (C-RAN), will be
employed in order provide the required speeds in an efficient manner [1, 2].
In today’s mobile base stations, transmission of mobile data over optical fiber takes place between the
baseband unit (BBU) and the remote radio head (RRH) – known as fronthaul – and is governed by industry
agreements (CPRI, OBSAI). A move toward C-RAN architectures will see the pooling of the digital operations
carried out by the BBU at a central location, allowing for the efficient distribution of RRHs. Due to C-RAN
topology, and the requirement for increased fronthaul distances, it follows that passive optical networks (PON)
have been proposed as an efficient means for 5G transport as they offer pre-existing infrastructure, high capacity,
low latency and flexibility through the use of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and time division
multiplexing (TDM)[1, 3, 4]. Figure 1 shows a converged WDM based PON. BBUs are consolidated at a central
office with optical line terminals (OLT) and downstream transmission of wired and wireless services can be
provisioned through WDM networking or can be transmitted in tandem on a single wavelength to co-located
optical networking units (ONU) and RRHs.
The following sections will discuss some optical networking options which will facilitate the development of
effective 5G communications, in a flexible manner, over optical access.
2. 5G OVER FIBER NETWORK OPTIONS
2.1. Waveforms
Considerable attention has been paid to improving the characteristics of the 4G long term evolution (LTE)
standard waveform orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) – particularly with regard to its strict
subcarrier orthogonality requirements which make it susceptible to timing synchronization and frequency offset
errors [5].
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Figure 1. Network topology of a converged wired access with 5G mobile fronthaul in a WDM/TDM PON.
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Figure 2: (a) Spectrum of three UF-OFDM bands with a 5.5GBaud PAM-4 and (b) a zoomed version.
5G candidate waveforms include universally filtered OFDM (UF-OFDM), generalized frequency division
multiplexing (GFDM) and filter-bank multi-carrier (FBMC). These waveforms are similar to OFDM in their
digital implementation but they employ various filtering and phase offset measures in an effort to lessen the
orthogonality requirement and increase robustness. An excellent description of these waveforms can be found in
[5] and [6]. Studies of these waveforms must be extended to the optical domain in order to assess their suitability
for fiber transmission and ease of convergence with other services.
2.2. Converged Services RoF
In a next generation access scenario where an ONU and RRH are co-located, it may be advantageous to transmit
combined wired and wireless services on a single wavelength channel. Work presented in [7] shows how by upgrading 10G fixed line services to four level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM-4), a spectral null can be created
into which wireless channels can be inserted at an intermediate frequency (IF-RoF). UF-OFDM’s low out-ofband emission is exploited to achieve effective convergence, spectral representations of which can be seen in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) taken from [7].
2.3. Millimeter-Wave RoF
Due to the availability of spectrum, and the potential proliferation of ’small cell’ antenna sites, millimeter-wave
(mm-wave) frequencies have attracted considerable attention for 5G communications [8]. Frequency bands
around 28, 60, and 90 GHz may offer the required spectrum for multi gigabit communications, but the fact
remains that optical fronthaul and/or backhaul must still be performed in an efficient manner. One method used
to generate mm- wave RoF is known as optical heterodyning [9], a conceptual representation of which is
presented in fig. 3. Rather than converge the wireless service with a wired service, as described above, the
wireless data is modulated onto an optical carrier, and an additional optical carrier is added to the spectrum;
offset by the desired mm-wave frequency. Phase correlation is required between these carriers and methods
employing low linewidth external cavity lasers (ECL) [10], dual wavelength sources [8] and optical frequency
combs [11] have been proposed as optical sources for these systems. The spectral components are transmitted
through the optical access network and beating at the receiver photo-diode results in mm-wave frequency
wireless data which can then be radiated. The use of tuneable optical components allows this heterodyne
technique to offer flexible mm-wave RoF networking as frequencies in any band may be accessed, provided
sufficient electrical bandwidth is available at the receiver.

Figure 3. Concept of optical heterodyne mm-wave generation using an optical frequency comb.
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3. CONCLUSION
Requirements for high bandwidth, network flexibility and increased resource centralization associated with
C-RAN based 5G mobile networks, entails a paradigm shift with regard to the optical portion of radio access.
The convergence of wired and wireless services in future optical access networks will provide an efficient means
of meeting the mobile transport requirements for antenna deployment and high capacity.
Additionally, techniques such as heterodyning, in combination with tunability in the optical domain, can
provide flexible mm-wave RoF solutions which facilitate the necessary exploitation of available radio spectrum
– a key requirement for 5G communications.
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